
Recipe Kit Name:  Mango Monsoon

1 Gallon Mead Recipe Kit

Shopping List• 2 lbs Orange Blossom Honey
• 4 oz Mango Fruit Flavoring

Grain & Sugars:

Not Included in Kit:
  • Fermaid O Yeast Nutrient
  • Go-Ferm Protect Yeast Rehydrator
  • DAP (Diammonium phosphate)

  
  

Yeast: (Not Included in kit)
• Imperial Loki
• Lalvin 71 B 
• Wyeast 4632 Dry Mead
• WLP775 English Cider 
• Safcider 

 

Estimated ABV:  11.8%  •  Esitmated OG:  1.090  •  Esitmated FG:  1.000

Directions:
Add 0.5 gallon of normal tap water or bottled water to your 32 quart stock pot. Turn the stove on and begin heating to a 110° F.  Remove 
from heat and begin mixing in your honey.  It's ok if the water is a little cooler than 110°, but don't let it get any hotter. Flavor and aroma 
compounds in honey begin to denature above 110°, so you'll lose important �avor and aroma pro�les. Once all of your honey is mixed in,   
cover your stock pot and allow the mixture to cool in the refrigerator until it's about 68 degrees.  Once your must is cool, transfer it to your 
sanitized (using Star San) 2 gallon bucket.  When it's half full, add the entire package of your chosen yeast, then �ll it the rest of the way.  If 
needed, you can add a little more water to ensure you have about 1.25 gallons.  Sanitize and �ll your airlock and stopper, and put them on 
the bucket.  Leave your fermenting must in a cool, dark place and expect 14 - 21 days for fermentation.  During fermentation on days 2, 4, 
and 6,  hydrate your Fermaid K by microwaving 1-2 oz of water to sterilize it, and dissolving 1 g of Fermaid K or 1.5 g of Fermaid O into it. 
Un-stopper your fermenting must and SLOWLY add the mixture. This will replenish the yeasts energy stores and allow it to continue 
fermenting.  When it �nishes, transfer to your sanitized 1 gallon carboy, leaving behind all yeast and sediment.  Allow 1 to 3 months for 
bulk aging (secondary), then transfer into bottles, using 1 oz of corn sugar per gallon if you want to carbonate your mead, or simply bottle 
it still (not sparkling).  
                   

Style:
M2D- Stone Fruit Mead
Fruited Mead may be the most delicious, most incredible way to ferment your favorite fruit.  The way this mango �avoring ties in with the 
Orange Blossom Honey is a marriage of bright and delicious fruit character with a sweet and delicious honey backbone.  High alcohol gives 
this a warming character, especially new, and that can be mitigated with both age and back-sweetening, if you'd like, as well as carbon-
ation.  This is, by nature, a dry mead meant to allow to age, and be enjoyed.  The mango fruit character is bright but subdued, being a less 
forward fruit, so it leaves room for the honey to shine without overpowering the character.

Brew Day Notes and Changes:

BREWCranium
READLEARNBREWCHILL

Have a question? Research our BrewCranium at BrewChatter.com. You’ll �nd great articles
and information to help you with your ideas and brew day!
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Included In Kit:
   • 2 lbs Orange Blossom Honey
   • 4 oz Mango Fruit Flavoring

$29.99


